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Announcements

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/21176/https://indico.fnal.gov/event/21183



Objetives

Second Wonderful Women in STEM Conference for high school 
girls on Nov. 2 

40 students for Wonderful Woman in STEM

65 students for Superheroes in STEM

Organized by the Hispanic/Latino Forum group, which is part of the 
diversity and inclusion program at Fermilab (LRG).

First Superheroes in STEM Conference open to all high school students on 
Nov. 16. 

The goal of the event is to encourage the participation, retention and 
advancement of students in science, technology, engineering and math.

More than 40 volunteers: Fermilab engineers, scientists, 
administrative, students and postdocs. 



Agenda

Time Wonderful Woman Superheroes Room

Welcome Hema Ramamoorthi and rep. 
Lauren Underwood Katherine Gregory One West (10 min)

Keynote Speaker Jessica Esquivel Bo Jayatilaka One West (30 min)

Cryogenic Demonstration Jamie Santucci
Tanaz Mohayai

Jamie Santucci
Oscar Moreno One West (40 min)

Picture/break Atrium (10 min)

Mechanical Engineer
Electrical Engineer

T is for Tech
Physics

Aria Soha
Miguelangel Marchan

Jenny Teheran
Mehreen Sultana

Aria Soha
Miguelangel Marchan

Marco Mambelli
Gonzalo Diaz and Andrew Oliver

Ground floor 
Comitium 

One West 

Physics

Panel
Farah Fahim, Lauren Hsu, Tanya 
Levshina, Carrie Lynne, 
Fernanda Psihas and Tammy 
Walton. 

Maurice Ball, Davide Braga, 
Lorena Lobato, Peter Shanahan, 
Jason St. John and Jessica 
Turner.

One West (60 min)

Parents  received a tour through the lab installations while 
students were on the track activities .
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Keynote speaker



Cryogenic demonstration



Track activities



Track activities



Panel

Each panelist talked about their motivation for entering their fields. They also 
shared the challenges and rewarding experiences in the daily job as well as in their 
careers throughout their time working at Fermilab. 



General Picture

Wonderful 
Women in STEM

Superheroes in STEM



Reactions from students
"The opportunity for a hands on practice/experience."

"I liked building a cart."

"I liked how we got a little quest on computer science and how we got codes to get different stuff."

"I liked how the people were from different nationalities and in different categories."

"I really liked building a speaker but cryogenic was very cool as well."

"Talking and asking questions to the Grad students."

"I liked learning about neutrinos and learning how to read the tracks to see what everything means."

"Learning about the different internships, carriers and opportunities in STEM and @ Fermilab. Learning 
why some of the presenters are here."

"The raccoons story."

"The concepts explained at the Cryogenic experiment."

"Meeting the electrical engineers and physicists."

"Designing."

"It was very fun."

"The cryogenic demonstration was the most amazing thing I saw at the conference."

"Scavenger Hunt."

"The individual track experience."

"Hands on work."


